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Introduction

Image intensification (12) technology has greatly enhanced
U.S. Army aviation night operations since its acceptance into
Army aviation's rotary-wing program. However, aircraft interior
and exterior lighting can cause problems due to the 12 device's
inability to distinguish between light originating from the
outside scene and light originating from other sources within its
field-of-view (i.e., cockpit lighting, aircraft position
lighting, and other auxiliary lighting). Such coincidental
sources can cause a degradation in the resulting image, to the
extent that visual information may be lost.

The compatibility problems associated with cockpit/interior
lighting have been well documented, and alternative lighting
techniques and devices have been investigated (Rash and Verona,
1989; Rash and Martin, 1991; Rash and Snook, 1992). MIL-L-85762A
(Lighting, aircraft, interior, NVIS compatible) establishes night
vision imaging systems (NVIS) compatibility requirements for
cockpit/interior lighting. MIL-L-6503H (Lighting equipment,
aircraft, general specification for installation of) is the
primary exterior lighting specification used by the Army. This
latter specification has not been revised to take into account
present mission and training requirements in the 12 environment.
Exterior lighting compatibility problems have been recognized,
but only limited technical evaluations have been performed. The
Department of the Navy recognized exterior lighting compatibility
problems during the Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation
(RDT&E) of the A-12 program (Kinney and Simpson, 1992), and
developed test procedures for evaluating lighting compatibility
in an effort to integrate exterior lighting for 12 operations.
In 1990, the U.S. Army Aviation Training Brigade (ATB), Fort
Rucker, Alabama, informally surveyed Army aviation field units to
identify problems experienced with rotorcraft-mounted exterior
lighting used during 12 operations. Problems identified are
summarized in Table 1 by rotorcraft type and light type. Table 2
specifies the numbers, colors, and locations for rotorcraft
position lights as designated in applicable Army technical
manuals (TMs).

In attempts to minimize the degradation of 12 performance,
modifications have been made to position lighting in Army avi-
ation tactical and training environments. Dim mode operation of
position lighting on Army rotorcraft is available to reduce the
overall intensity of exterior lighting. Masking configurations
also have been developed to decrease intensity and angular
distribution of position lighting. Masking is achieved through
taping or painting of the glass dome covering the position lights
at specific areas where emitted light may enter the crew

2.



Table 1.

Problems identified with rotorcraft exterior lighting
when using 12 devices.

Left (red) Right (green) Rear (white)
Rotorcraft lateral lateral tail

type position light position light position light

UH- I Too bright for formation No problems identified. Too bright for formation
flight, flight.

UH-60 Too bright, creates No problems identified. Too bright for formation
excessive glare in flighL
aircraft crew
compartment.

OH-58 Too bright for formation No problems identified: Too bright for formation
flight, flight.

AJ-- I Too bright, tends to No problems identified. No problems identified.
draw attention of crew.
Puts right side of aircraft
in shadow.

Table 2.

Position light designations on U.S. Army rotorcraft.

Rotorcraft
type Position lights

UNH-I Eight visible units;
two red on left above and below cabin door;,
two green on right above and below cabin door,
two white on top of fuselage just inboard of red
and green lights;
one white on botom center of fuselage;
one white on tailboorn vertical im.

UH-60 Three visible units;
one red on left and one green on right outboard of
landing gear support;
one white on top of tail pylon.

OH-58 Three visible units;
one red on left tip of horizontal stabilizer,
one green on right tip of horizontal stabilizer,
one white on aft end of tail boom.

AH-1 Four visible units;
one red on left wing tip;
one green on right wing tip;
two white, one on either side of tail boom.

2



compartment and distract trailing aircraft in formation. Figure
1 depicts proposed masking configurations for lateral and rear
position lights. While dim mode operation and partial masking of
position lights reduce degradation of 12 imagery, this modified
lighting becomes suspect with regard to continuing compliance
with requirements established by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) for light distribution and intensities.
Specifications in MIL-L-6503H are based upon these requirements.

Top

A

c D E

Botom

Figure 1. Proposed masking configurations for lateral and tail
position lights.

The FAA defines requirements for exterior lighting angular
distribution and intensities to ensure that aircraft flying in
civil airspace have sufficient exterior lighting to provide
aircraft position information. Intensity distribution
requirements are defined for aircraft position (lateral and rear)
lights to augment visibility of air traffic from all angles.
Paragraphs 1387 through 1393 of Federal Aviation regulations
(FAR), sections 27 and 29 specify requirements for: position
light system dihedral angles, position light distribution and
intensities, minimum intensities in the horizontal plane of
forward and rear position lights, and minimum intensities in any
vertical plane of forward and rear position lights, respectively.
Table 3 summarizes the required light intensities at specified
dihedral angles for position lights as defined in the FARs. In
general, the specifications state that position lights shall
provide their greatest intensities in the forward (lateral) and
rear directions of the aircraft during flight.

3



Table 3.

Minimum intensity distribution requirements for
aircraft position lighting.

Horizontal Minimum horizontal Vertical Minimum vertical
angle intensity (cd) angle intensity (cd)

Lateral position light:
00 to 100 40.0 00 40.0 (1.0 X)

50 36.0 (0.9 x)

100 32.0 (0.8 x)
150 28.0 (0.7 x)
200 20.0 (0.5 x)
300 12.0 (0.3 x)
400 4.0 (0.1 x)
90° 2.0 (0.05x)

100 to 200 30.0 00 30.0 (1.0 x)
50 27.0 (0.9 x)

100 24.0 (0.8 x)
150 21.0 (0.7 x)
200 15.0 (0.5 x)
300 9.0 (0.3 x)
400 3.0 (0.1 x)
900 1.5 (0.05x)

200 to 1100 5.0 00 5.0 (1.0 x)
50 4.5 (0.9 x)

100 4.0 (0.8 x)
150 3.5 (0.7 x)
200 2.5 (0.5 x)
300 1.5 (0.3 x)
400 0.5 (0.1 x)
900 0.25 (0.05x)

Tail position light:

00 to 700 20.0 00 20.0 (1.0 x)
50 18.0 (0.9 x)

100 16.0 (0.8 x)
150 14.0 (0.7 x)
200 10.0 (0.5 x)
300 6.0 (0.3 x)
400 2.0 (0.1 x)
900 1.0 (0.05x)

Note: Horizontal angles are to left/right of vertical plane,
vertical angles are above/below horizontal plane.

4



The requirements listed in Table 3 were developed prior to
the introduction of 12 devices into aviation and are based on
unaided (naked eye) viewing. In an 12 environment, the spectral
distribution and intensity requirements for aircraft exterior
lighting can be detrimental and result in hazardous flying
conditions. Army Regulation (AR) 95-2, paragraph 9-2, stipulates
only limited exceptions for night vision device flight training
in U.S. Army tactical helicopters operating in the National
Airspace System (NAS). A FAA grant of exemption permits lights-
out operations in certain phases of night vision device training
within well-defined and controlled areas when two or more
rotorcraft are involved, and with advanced coordination with
other nonparticipating parties. For all other areas in the NAS,
authorization may be given for position lights to be on dim at
altitudes up to 400 feet above ground level (AGL). Problems
arise when aided formation flights, operating with modified
lighting (masked or dimmed lighting), transition from military
airfields to training areas at altitudes above 400 AGL in
compliance with local noise abatement practices. In these
situations, there are concerns that unaided civilian traffic
cannot visually acquire and appropriately respond to aircraft
operating with modified lighting configurations.

The Night Vision Device Branch (NVDB) of ATB is seeking to
develop standardized methods for achieving lighting configu-
rations which minimally degrade 12 devices, while remaining
within FAA regulations. ATB has requested that the U.S. Army
Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) investigate the
intensity distribution profiles of proposed masked position
lighting configurations using criteria specified by the FAA. The
original request, shown in Appendix A-i, asks for an evaluation
of masked configurations for the aircraft position and
anticollision lights. During preliminary test development, the
anticollision light evaluation was eliminated due to the
relatively small impact of this light and time limitations. The
evaluation of dim mode intensity profiles was added. An amended
tasking letter is shown in Appendix A-2.

This laboratory investigation evaluates the intensity
distribution profiles of position lighting for the UH-I, UH-60,
OH-58A, and AH-i rotorcraft in dim mode and in proposed masked
configurations. Baseline intensity distribution profiles were
measured for each position light type operating in standard
bright mode. Measured intensity profiles are compared to FAA
requirements to determine the acceptability of dim mode operation
and the impact of masking on light intensity distributions.

S



Methodolocw

Test Items

Two lateral and three tail position light units were
supplied from four types of U.S. Army rotorcraft currently in
use. Some position light fixture types are shared by multiple
aircraft. Figure 2 shows lateral position light fixtures; the
fixture shown on the left is used for the OH-58D and UH-60
rotorcraft, and the fixture shown on the right is used for the
UH-l, OH-58A or C, and AH-I rotorcraft. Figure 3 shows tail
position light fixtures; the fixture shown on the left is used
for the OH-58A, C, or D and AH-i rotorcraft, the fixture shown in
the center is used for the UH-i rotorcraft, and the fixture shown
on the right is used for the UH-60 rotorcraft. National stock
numbers (NSNs) for the position light fixture types provided are
listed in Table 4.

The lateral position light fixtures are identical for the
left and right sides of the aircraft. When installed on the
aircraft, the left and right fixtures mirror each other in
orientation, and the left side orientation is configured with a
red-colored dome filter while the right side orientation is
configured with a green-colored dome filter.

One fixture is provided for the OH-58D/UH-60 lateral
position light along with five different dome configurations. An
unmasked dome configuration is provided in red and green colors.
Figure la depicts a half-masked dome configuration also provided
in red and green colors, and Figure lb depicts a front-masked
dome configuration provided in red only. Flat olive drab color
paint is used to mask the inside surface of the half-masked dome,
and flat gunmetal color paint is used to mask the outside surface
of the front masked dome. Two fixtures are provided for the UH-
l/OH-58A or C/AH-i lateral position light along with two dome
configurations, unmasked red and unmasked gleen. One fixture
each is provided for the UH-i and UH-60 taillights, and two
fixtures are provided for the OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l taillight.
The taillight fixtures are configured with clear domes. Figure
1c depicts one proposed masked dome configuration provided for
the OH-58A, C, or D/AH-I tail position light. Green duct tape is
used to mask the outside surface of the clear dome.

Each lateral position light fixture type uses a different
bulb type. The OH-58D/UH-60 lateral position light uses a single
filament, 40-watt bulb; and the UH-l/OH-58A or C/AH-I lateral
position light uses a single filament, 26-watt bulb. Table 4
lists the NSNs for the bulbs used in these fixture types. The
two lateral position light bulb types have different reflector
configurations. These configurations, shown in Figure 4,
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Table 4.

National stock number references
for position light fixtures and bulbs.

Rotorcraft Lateral Tail
typ' fix t ure.,, bul . fix tures bulbs

U I-1 t-220-O)-2S3-14337 t)240 4)0-081 -8si 62204)0-828-4209 6240-00-044-6914
6240-011-2o2-0148

Ul I -oo 622)-I)1-2,-4sI14 o240-00)-592-1 006 6220411-01I -7379 62404)0-044-6914
o240-01-2o2-5787

(II _-5SA i/C t)220-.O0V2S,3-'337 6240-W o81 -8,106 6220-00-548-0313 62404414)44-6914
t6240-01-2th2 0148

(01 1-58D) 6220-01-230-S 14 t)240-(V)-5,/- 1 (06 6220-00-148-0313 62404)0-044-o414
624(-01-2o2-q787

..\l 00I 120k , 137 o?2-() (M) o 1 ,1, , t( 2() (10 8?8-4O1)Q 6240 -WX) 044 W)tl4
o? .- ) )O 1-?2t2 0148

TYPE 'I TYPE Ill

Figure 4. Grimes type II and type III reflector contiguration:;
for lateral position light bulbs.

are designated type II (OII-58D/Ufl-60) and type Ill (UH-l/OH-58A
or C/AH-l) by the bulb manufacturer, Grimes Aerospace Corpor-
ation*. All tail light types use the same dual tilament, 25-watt
bulb (Table 4). All position light bulbs have a rated voltage ot
28 volts direct current (VDC) and are manufactured to specifi-
cations in MIL-L-6363F (Lamps, incandescent, aircraft service,
general specification for).

*See Appendix B.
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For single sample intensity profile measurements, one
appropriate bulb type was supplied with each fixture type.
Because there is possibility for variation in intensity profiles
among bulbs of the same type, multiple samples of each type also
were supplied. Fourteen samples each were supplied for the type
II and III lateral position light bulbs, and 13 samples were
supplied for the tail position light bulb. All bulbs were
received new. Two 6.8 ohm resistors (MIL RW22V6R8) also were
provided to simulate dim mode operation of the position lights.
The resistors, light units, bulbs, and domes used in this
investigation were supplied by training units at Fort Rucker.

Methods

Measurement parameters

Light intensity is the luminous flux emitted from a point
source, where light flux is the rate of flow of visible energy.
Intensity measurement of a light source generally is performed
indirectly with instrumentation which measures illuminance.
Illuminance is the density of luminous flux incident upon a
surface. Intensity of a point light source can be calculated
from illuminance using the inverse square law:

intensity of source (candelas)
Illuminance (footcandles) =

distance (feet) 2

A technical definition for the relationship between intensity and
illuminance is given in Appendix C.

To determine the intensity profiles for the different light
units with respective dome configurations, measurements were made
at horizontal and vertical angle combinations based on those
stipulated in the FARs. Figure 5 defines the horizontal and
vertical angular positions (with respect to the rotorcraft) and
specifies the minimum intensity distribution requirements. In the
horizontal direction, the highest minimum intensities are
required between 0 to ±20 degrees; beyond that, the intensity
requirements drop off sharply. In the vertical direction, the
highest minimum intensity is required at 0 degrees with respect
to the horizontal plane of the aircraft centered at the lamp
filament. At positions above and below 0 degrees vertical, the
intensity requirements drop off as multiples of the highest
value. Based on the distribution of intensity requirements, a
critical region for the lateral position lights can be defined as
the cone between 0 to ±20 degrees in the horizontal and vertical
angular directions. A critical region is not defined for the
tail position lights because a constant minimum intensity value
is specified across the horizontal direction.
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Based on the minimum intensity requirement profile for the
lateral position lights, measurements in the horizontal direction
were made at 5 degree increments in the critical region; outside
the critical region, the increment was extended to 20 degrees.
Measurements were made -- the horizontal direction at angles of
0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 110 degrees with respect
to the filament of the lamp. In the vertical direction,
measurements were made at each of the angles stipulated in the
FARs (Table 3) with the exception of 90 degrees vertical due to
an instrument limitation which allowed measurement only to 75
degrees vertical. A measurement at 75 degrees vertical was
acceptable because the same minimum intensity value is required
between 40 and 90 degrees in the vertical direction. Table 5a
shows a matrix for horizontal and vertical angle combinations
where intensity data were collected for the lateral position
lights.

Measurements for the tail position light were made in larger
increments of 20 degrees since the intensity requirement remains
constant throughout the horizontal direction. Measurements were
made in the horizontal direction at angles of 0, 20, 40, 60, and
70 degrees in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions.
Vertical direction measurements were made at those angles
stipulated in the FARs, again with the exception of 90 degrees
vertical. Table 5b shows a matrix for horizontal and vertical
angle combinations where intensity data were collected for the
tail position lights.

Table 5a.

Measurement position angles for lateral position lights.

Horizonal angle (cwccw)

0 5 10 15 20 40 60 so 100 110
0 (0,0) (5.0) (10.0) (15,0) (20.0) (40,0) (60.0) (80,0) (100,0) (110,0)

Verfical 5 (0.5) (5,5) (10.5) (15.5) (20,5) (40,5) (60.5) (80,5) (100.5) (110.5)
angle 10 (0,10) (5,10) (10.10) (15,10) (20,10) (40.10) (60.10) (80,10) (100.10) (110,10)

15 (0,15) (5,15) (10,15) (15,15) (20.15) (40,15) (60,15) (80,15) (100,15) (110.15)
20 (0.20) (5.20) (10,20) (15.20) (20,20) (40,20) (60,20) (90.20) (100.20) (110,20)

(top/bottom) 30 (0.30) (5.30) (10,30) (15.30) (20.30) (40,30) (60.30) (80,30) (100,30) (110.30)
40 (0,40) (5,40) (10.40) (15.40) (20,40) (40,40) (60,40) (80.40) (100.40) (110,40)
75 (0,75) (5,75) (10.75) (15.75) (20.75) (40,75) (60.75) (80.75) (100,75) (110,75)1



Table 5b.

Measurement position angles for tail position lights.

Hronzontal angle (cwlccw)

0 20 40 60 70

0 (0,0) (20,0) (40,0) (60•,0) (70,0)
Vertical 5 (0,5) (20.5) (40.5) (60.5) (70.5)

angle 10 (0.10) (20,10) (40,10) (60,10) (70.10)

15 (0,15) (20,15) (40,15) (60,15) (70,15)
20 (0,20) (20,20) (40,20) (60.20) (70.20)

(top/bottom) 30 (0.30) (20.30) (40.30) (60.30) (70.30)

40 (0.40) (20,40) (40,40) (60,40) (70,40)
75 (0.75) (20.75) (40,75) (60.75) (70,75)

Sample size

Measurements were made on a single sample of each light
fixture type for all dome configuration provided. In these
measurements, for each light fixture type in all possible
configurations, an appropriate bulb type was used. Variation is
expected in the intensity profiles among bulbs of the same type.
To determine how much variation occurs, a separate multiple bulb
sample evaluation was performed. In this followup evaluation,
multiple samples of each bulb type were measured for only one
configuration each because of the time required to complete
profile measurements. An analysis of variance was performed on
multiple sample data to determine the amount of variability among
bulbs of each type.

Instrumentation

Measurement instrumentation

Illuminance was measured with a Photo Research* Spectra®
Pritchard model 1980A-PL photometer with a 7 inch, f/3.5 objec-
tive lens and IB-80 illumination baffle; measurements were
validated with a Minolta* model T-lH illuminance meter. The
photometer was supported on a motor-driven platform which
positioned the instrument horizontally and vertically. An
Optron* Hercules model 5292 tripod, marked in angular increments
for pan (horizontal rotation) and tilt (vertical rotation), was
used as a platform for the light fixtures to achieve horizontal
and vertical angular positions. Direct current (DC) power was
supplied through a Hewlett-Packard* model 6291A DC power supply.
A Fluke* model 8020B multimeter was used to verify the operating
voltage at the light source.
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Position light mounting fixtures

Two mounting fixtures in opposing orientation were designed
and fabricated for each of the lateral position lights, and
mounting fixtures were designed and fabricated for the tail
position lights to simulate appropriate orientation on the
rotorcraft and to provide repeatability of setup. The mounting
fixtures were constructed of two pieces of plywood with
dimensions of 4-inches by 4-inches by .- inch. One piece was
drilled through the center with a %-inch hole for tripod
mounting. A second piece was drilled through with a hole large
enough to accommodate the back side of the light fixtures, and
as low as possible to minimize unwanted angular displacement when
rotated in the vertical direction (tilt). To mount the light
fixtures in place, additional holes were drilled in the second
piece to coincide with existing holes in the fixtures. The two
pieces were attached perpendicularly so that, when the light unit
was installed in the mounting fixture, its orientation
corresponded to that on the airframe, and the bulb filament was
located directly over the center of horizontal rotation (pan) ot
the tripod. Figure 6 shows a lateral position light unit
attached to its mounting fixture and positioned on the tripod.
The mounting fixtures were painted flat black to minimize
reflection of light.

P'ositioning devices

The mounted light units were positioned on a tripod marked
in 1-degree angular increments of pan and tilt. For horizontal
rotation (pan), the tripod could be rotated ±360 degrees. For
vertical rotation (tilt) the tripod could be rotated only to 7/

degrees. Therefore, to measure the top and bottom halves of ea'c,
bulb, the light units were physically removed from the mounting
fixture and rotated 180 degrees. For the lateral position light
units, two opposite mounting fixtures were used to properly
orient the light on the tripod.

The photometer head was mounted to a motor driven horizontl
translator designed specifically to support it. Figure 7 shows
the setup of the photometer and tripod for light measurements.
Once positioned, the distance between the photometer and the
tripod was maintained. The walls and floors surrounding the
measurement area were covered with black cloth to minimize
reflection of light.
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Procedures

General measurement procedures

Illuminance measurements were made using a 3-degree aperture
and illuminance baffle with the photometer. The prescribed
methods for instrument set up and calibration were followed. The
calibration factor for the IB-80 illuminance baffle is 1 X 10-3.

The photometer was calibrated prior to measurement of each light
unit and each bulb sample. Each bulb sample was inspected
visually prior to measurement. Both the general condition of any
reflective coating and the glass dome as well as the orientation
of the filament were noted.

At least two operators were required to perform the inten-
sity profile measurements. One operator positioned the light
unit on the tripod and another aligned the photometer aperture
with the bulb filament with the setting of each angular position.
A light unit was set in place on the tripod by squaring the
bottom edges of its mounting fixture with the top plate of the
tripod and securing it with the tripod mounting screw. The zero
point on the tripod was adjustable so initial "zero" alignment
was performed by having the photometer operator observe through
the viewing eyepiece while the tripod mounted light unit was
displaced equally in small horizontal increments to either side
of an approximate "zero" point. When the horizontal displace-
ments appeared equivalent about a "zero" point, that point was
locked in place. This zero alignment point on the tripod
remained fixed throughout the measurements since all mounting
fixtures were designed to position the light bulb filaments
directly over the horizontal center of rotation of the tripod.

The initial measurement position was made at the "zero-zero"
position. At this position, distance was measured, in feet,
from the filament of the bulb to the objective lens of the photo-
meter. Intensity measurements were made in consecutive sequences
of horizontal and vertical angles. The first measurement was
made at (0,0) (horizontal angle, vertical angle); the next was at
(0,5); then at (0,10), and so on, to (0,75). Once the 0 degree
horizontal series was completed, the 5 degree horizontal series
was measured, and so on, until all the horizontal series were
measured.

Left side (red dome) configured light units were rotated to
the clockwise direction horizontally when measuring the top half
of an intensity profile. To measure the bottom half of a
profile, the same light unit was placed in an opposite mounting
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fixture and rotated to the counterclockwise horizontal direction.
The right side (green dome) configured light units were just
opposite of the left side. Therefore, they were rotated to the
counterclockwise direction when measuring the top and the clock-
wise direction for measurement of the bottom intensity profile.
There was only one orientation for the tail position light units.
These units were rotated 180 degrees in the same mounting fixture
to measure top and bottom profiles in the clockwise and counter-
clockwise directions. The clockwise direction was designated by
positive angular values, and the counterclockwise direction was
designated by negative angular values.

Ideally, the bulb filament (center of the light source)
should have been placed at the center of rotation of the tripod
in order to eliminate angular displacement. However, this
position could not be achieved so, as a light unit was displaced
vertically and horizontally in angular combinations, minor
adjustments were required to keep the bulb filament centered
within the photometer aperture. Any vertical adjustments were
made at the tripod and any horizontal adjustments were made with
the photometer translator.

When data for a complete illuminance profile were collected,
intensity values were calculated by multiplying each illuminance
value by the calibration factor for the illuminance baffle (1 x
10 ) and by the distance squared between the objective lens of
the photometer and the filament of the light source. The initial
intensity values then were verified with the illuminance meter.
Intensity was calculated from these values (in candela units) by
multiplying distance squared between the light source filament
and the measuring plane of the illuminance meter.

SinQle sample measurement procedures

Intensity profiles for one of each light fixture type and
corresponding dome configuration were measured with an
appropriate bulb type operating in both bright and dim modes.
Table 6 lists all light units and corresponding dome configura-
tions measured in this single sample evaluation. A total of 11
different configurations were measured in bright mode: 5
configurations for the OH-58D/UH-60 lateral position light, 2
configurations for the UH-1/OH-58A or C/AH-l lateral position
light, 2 configurations for the OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l tail
position light, and 1 configuration each for the UH-l and UH-60
tail position lights. A total of eight different configurations
were measured in dim mode: two each for the OH-58D/UH-60 and UH-
1/OH-58A or C/AH-l lateral position lights, two for the OH-58A,
C, or D/AH-1 tail position light, and one each for the UH-l and
UH-60 tail position lights.
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Table 6.

Lateral and tail position light configurations
profiled in this evaluation.

Light type Bright mode Dim mode

Lateral position lights

OH-58D/UH-60 Red unmasked Red unmasked
Red half-masked Green unmasked
Red front-masked
Green unmasked
Green half-masked

UH-1/OH-58AC/AH-1 Red unmasked Red unmasked
Green unmasked Green unmasked

Tail position lights

U F- 1 Clear unmasked Clear unmasked

UH-60 Clear unmasked Clear unmasked

OH-58ACD/AH-1 Clear unmasked Clear unmasked
Clear masked Clear masked

Bright mode measurement procedures

Bright mode was defined as operation at the normal operating
voltage of the rotorcraft which was 28 VDC. Bright mode oper-
ation was simulated in the laboratory with a DC power source set
to deliver 28 VDC at the light unit. The voltage was verified
with a multimeter. To monitor any incidental changes in voltage,
a measurement was made and recorded prior to each light sample
measurement. Intensity profile measurements proceeded as
described previously.

Dim mode measurement procedures

Dim mode is selected in the rotorcraft via a three-position
switch. When switched to dim mode, a 6.8 ohm resistor is
connected in series between the power source and the light unit.
In the laboratory, an actual rotorcraft resistor was connected in
line between the DC power source and the light unit. Before
connecting the resistor, a voltage measurement was made at the
light source to verify that the power source was delivering 28
VDC. With the resistor in line and power on, the effective
voltage delivered to the light units was measured and recorded.
Intensity profile measurements proceeded as previously described.
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Multiple sample measurement procedures

Multiple bulb samples were measured to determine the amount
of variability among bulbs of the same type. This set of bulb
samples was independent of those used in the single sample
measurements, and was measured solely for the purpose of
determining variation among the same type bulbs. The two lateral
position light types (OH-58D/UH-60 and UH-I/OH-58A or C/AH-l) use
different bulb types; all tail position light types use the same
bulb type. All multiple sample measurements were made with light
units in one configuration for each bulb type. Each lateral
position light type was configured with an appropriate red,
unmasked dome operating in dim mode. The tail position light
type was configured with a clear, unmasked dome operating in dim
mode in an OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l tail position light fixture.

Measurement of the lateral position light bulb types were
performed in alternating sessions by four operators. The same
two operators were assigned to measure one bulb type each to
minimize the possibility of any variation due to measurement
procedures. Due to time constraints, the tail position light
bulb type was measured by four different operators in groups of
two, measuring in alternating sessions. One complete bulb
profile (top and bottom) was measured in each session.

Results

Measured data

Intensity values were calculated from measured illuminance
values by multiplying the IB-80 calibration factor (1 x 103) by
the distance squared between the objective lens of the photometer
and the filament of the light bulb. Intensity profiles were
plotted from the calculated data, and the FAA minimum intensity
requirements were overlaid for comparison.

By specification, the intensity profiles for position light
bulbs are to be symmetrical about a defined center point (center
of the bulb filament as oriented for rotorcraft in the normal
flying position). However, the masked dome configurations in
this investigation were intended to modify the profiles.
Therefore, top and bottom designations were assigned to the
lateral light units depending on the orientation of the unit on
the rotorcraft as dictated by the dome configuration (red or
green). For the tail position lights, arbitrary top and bottom
designations were assigned for the fixture since the units were
symmetrical when oriented on the rotorcraft. A weld on the tail
position light bulb arbitrarily was designated to indicate the
top of the bulb. All light units were oriented as they would be
on the rotorcraft.
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Single sample data

Data in this section are presented by light unit type and
represent only one sample measurement for each configuration
(red, green, or clear; unmasked or masked; bright or dim). The
same appropriate type bulb was measured in each configuration for
each light fixture type. Intensity is plotted across the
horizontal angular positions. Each vertical angular position is
represented in a separate plot.

Figures D-I to D-4 (Appendix D) represent intensity profiles
for the OH-58D/UH-60 left (red) lateral position light for bright
mode, unmasked, half-masked, and front-masked dome configura-
tions; and dim mode, unmasked dome configuration. Table D-1
(Appendix D) presents measured illuminance and calculated
intensity data for these lateral position light profiles in the
order of configurations listed.

Figures E-I to E-3 (Appendix E) represent intensity profiles
for the OH-58D/UH-60 right (green) lateral position light for
bright mode, unmasked and half-masked dome configurations; and
dim mode, unmasked dome configuration. Table E-1 (Appendix E)
presents measured illuminance and calculated intensity data for
these lateral position light profiles in the order of
configurations listed.

Figures F-i and F-2 (Appendix F) represent intensity
profiles for the UH-l/OH-58A or C/AH-i left (red) lateral
position light for bright mode, unmasked dome configuration; and
dim mode, unmasked dome configuration. Table F-i (Appendix F)
presents measured illuminance and calculated intensity data for
these lateral position light profiles in the order of
configurations listed.

Figures G-I and G-2 (Appendix G) represent intensity
profiles for the UH-I/OH-58A or C/AH-i right (green) lateral
position light for bright mode, unmasked dome configuration; and
dim mode, unmasked dome configuration. Table G-i (Appendix G)
presents measured illuminance and calculated intensity data for
these lateral position light profiles in the order of
configurations listed.

Figures H-i to H-4 (Appendix H) represent intensity profiles
for the OH-58A, C, or D/AH-i tail position light for bright and
dim mode, unmasked and masked configurations. Table H-i
(Appendix H) presents measured illuminance and calculated
intensity data for these tail position light profiles in the
order of configurations listed.

Figures I-i to J-2 represent intensity profiles for the UH-l
and UH-60 tail position lights, respectively, for bright mode,
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unmasked dome configuration; and dim mode, unmasked dome
configuration. Tables I-i and 1-2 present measured illuminance
and calculated intensity data for these tail position light
profiles in the order of configurations listed.

Multiple sample data

Time constraints precluded a repeated measures analysis of
light fixtures and masking designs. Sources of variation in
intensity profiles include variability in lighting fixtures,
bulbs, and masking technique (the actual application of the tape
or paint). It is likely that variation between the physical
characteristics of the light fixtures is minimal. And since
applying the mask is a function of the performing individual,
this variability would be difficult to assess. However, the
variation between bulbs can be investigated.

Variability between intensity profiles of the same type
bulbs can occur due to the physical characteristics of the bulbs
(i.e., filaments, reflective coating, glass, etc.). Although
bulbs are required to meet military specifications, manufac-
turer's quality control methods do not require inspection of all
samples. To determine if any significant differences existed
between bulb intensity profiles, multiple bulb sample
measurements were made for the three bulb types. Data in this
section are presented by bulb type and represent multiple sample
measurements in one configuration each, per bulb type in an
appropriate fixture type. Intensity is plotted across the
horizontal angular positions. Each vertical angular position is
represented in a separate plot.

Figure 8 presents intensity profiles for 14 samples of the
Type II reflector lateral position light bulb measured in the OH-
58D/UH-60 fixture in dim mode with an unmasked, red dome
configuration. Table K-i (Appendix K) presents measured
illuminance and calculated intensity data for these 14 samples.

Figure 9 presents intensity profiles for 14 samples of the
Type III reflector lateral position light bulb measured in the
UH-l/OH-58A or C/AH-l fixture in dim mode with an unmasked, red
dome configuration. Table L-1 (Appendix L) presents measured
illuminance and calculated intensity data for these 14 samples.

Figure 10 presents intensity profiles for 12 samples of the
tail position light bulb measured in the OH-58A, C, or D/AH-1
fixture in dim mode with an unmasked dome configuration. Sample
110 was rejected prior to measurement because visual inspection
revealed a significant flaw in the glass dome of the bulb. Table
M-i (Appendix M) presents measured illuminance and calculated
intensity data for these 12 samples.
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lines, are eliminated in statistical analysis.
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Figure 9b. Intensity profiles for type III lateral position
light bulb (14 samples) in UH-I/OH-58A or C/AH-i
fixture, red dome, unmasked in dim mode;
vertical angles 20 to 75 degrees. Intensity
expressed in candelas.
Note: bulbs #1, 2, 7, and 8, represented by dashed
lines, are eliminated in statistical analysis.
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Figure 10a. Intensity profiles for tail position light bulb
(12 samples) in OH-58A, C, or D/AH-1 fixture,
unmasked in dim mode; top, vertical angles 0
to 15 degrees. Intensity expressed in candelas.
Note: bulbs #1, 2, and 3, represented by dashed
lines, are eliminated in statistical analysis.
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Figure 10b. Intensity profiles for tail position light bulb
(12 samples) in OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l fixture,
unmasked in dim mode; top, vertical angles 20
to 75 degrees. Intensity expressed in candelas.
Note: bulbs #1, 2, and 3, represented by dashed
lines, are eliminated in statistical analysis.
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* Figure 10c. Intensity profiles for tail position light bulb
(12 samples) in OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l fixture,
unmasked in dim mode; bottom, vertical angles
0 to 15 degrees. Intensity expressed in candelas.
Note: bulbs #1, 2, and 3, represented by dashed
lines, are eliminated in statistical analysis.
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Note: bulbs #1, 2, and 3, represented by dashed
lines, are eliminated in statistical analysis.
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Bulb variability analysis

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the
calculated intensity values to determine if any significant
variation existed among bulbs of the same type. The goal of the
analysis of variance is to determine whether variation among bulb
sample means is significantly different than variation within

* bulb sample means. If the among sample means variation is
* greater than within sample means variation, it is concluded that

at least one sample is significantly different from all other
samples of the same bulb type. For this analysis, bulb intensity
data are grouped by angular positions where similar intensity
requirements are specified by the FAA. Within each of the
groups, for each bulb sample type, it is assumed that intensity
values are normally distributed and variances are the same.

As shown in Figure 5 and Table 3, the FAA specifies
different intensity requirements at locations around the position
lights in the horizontal and vertical planes. Therefore for this
analysis, intensity data are grouped by positions where similar
intensities are required. For the lateral position lights, the
data are broken down into three groups in the horizontal angular
direction. Table K-i (Appendix K) shows that the first
horizontal group consists of data points in the positions between
0 to ±10 degrees horizontal (values in dotted line box); the
second group consists of data points in the positions between +15
to +20 and -15 to -20 (±15 to ±20) degrees horizontal (values in
double line box); the third group consists of data points in the
positions between +40 to +110 and -40 to -110 (±40 to ±110)
degrees horizontal (values in dashed line box). Data are grouped
further by vertical angular position at 0, ±5, ±10, ±15, ±20,
±30, ±40, and ±75 degrees vertical. For the tail position
lights, all positions in the horizontal angular direction are
grouped together between 0 to ±70 degrees (Table M-1) since the
intensity requirement is the same across the horizontal
direction. Data also are grouped by vertical angular position.

The first two samples of each bulb type are eliminated from
the analysis of variance because these measurements were
considered practice runs. Any other samples where variation is
suspected to be attributed to causes other than the bulb effects
also are eliminated.

Figure 8 shows the intensity profiles for all samples
measured of the type II lateral position light bulb. Samples #1,
2, 3, 8, and 9 (represented by dashed lines in the figure) are
eliminated from this analysis. In the measurement of sample #3,
the photometer was discovered to be out of alignment with the
light unit; for bulbs #8 and 9, the power to the light unit was
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inadvertently increased so that the resulting profiles are
shifted up in intensity as can be seen in the plots. The
analysis of variance for the nine remaining bulb samples
indicates that at least one bulb sample is significantly
different (0.01 confidence level) at the positions between ±15 to
±20 degrees horizontal and ±40 degrees vertical.

Figure 9 shows the intensity profiles for all samples
measured of the type III lateral position light bulb. Samples
#1, 2, 7, and 8 (represented by dashed lines in the figure) are
eliminated in this analysis. In the measurement of samples #7
and 8, the power to the light unit was inadvertently increased so
that the resulting profiles are shifted up in intensity as shown
in the plots. The analysis of variance for the 10 remaining bulb
samples indicates numerous positions where at least 1 bulb sample
is significantly different at a 0.05 confidence level.
Statistically significant differences exist at positions between
0 to ±10 degrees horizontal and 0, ±5, and ±20 degrees vertical;
between ±15 to ±20 degrees horizontal and 0, ±5, ±10, ±40, and
±75 degrees vertical; and between ±40 to ±110 degrees horizontal
and ±10, ±15, ±20, ±30, ±40, and ±75 degrees vertical.

Figure 10 shows the intensity profiles for all samples
measured of the tail position light bulb type. Samples #1, 2,
and 3 (represented by dashed lines in the figure) are eliminated
in this analysis. Sample #10 was rejected prior to measurement
due to a large area of distortion on the bulb surface. Following
the measurement of sample #3, the dimming resistor failed. A
second resistor, with a 1.5 VDC difference in resulting voltage
drop, was used in subsequent measurements of the tail position
light bulb type. Figure 10 shows that intensity profiles for
bulbs #1, 2, and 3 are slightly higher than for other bulbs,
especially for the bottom half of the bulbs. The analysis of
variance for the nine remaining bulb samples indicate that for
positions between ±70 degrees horizontal and ±30 degrees
vertical, at least one bulb sample is significantly different at
the 0.05 confidence level.

Discussion

Position light configurations

Figures D-1 to D-4 (Appendix D) show single sample intensity
profiles for the OH-58D/UH-60 lateral position light in the left
side (red) configuration. Figure D-1 depicts the profile for
this light, with an unmasked dome in bright mode. In this
configuration, intensity values exceed minimum requirements
except at ±110 degrees horizontal where intensities are marginal
when standard deviations at these positions are considered.
Figure D-2 depicts the profile for the half-masked, red dome
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configuration in bright mode. This profile shows that at the
masked positions for this light, minimum intensity requirements
are not met. Also, in comparison to the bright mode, unmasked
configuration, the intensities in this half-masked profile
generally are lower due to absorption of light by the black paint
masking on the inside surface of the dome. This decrease in
visible light energy causes intensity to be only marginally pass-
able beyond 60 degrees horizontal in the unmasked portion of this
light. Figure D-3 depicts the profile for this light in a front-
masked, red dome configuration in bright mode. Again, the inten-
sities at the masked positions for this configuration do not meet
minimum requirements. However, at the unmasked positions, the
intensities com-,Ly with minimum requirements. Figure D-4 shows
that for this light in an unmasked, red dome configuration in dim
mode, intensities in the critical region (within 0 to ±20 degrees
horizontal and vertical) are marginally passable to failing.

Figures E-l to E-3 show single sample intensity profiles for
the OH-58D/UH-60 lateral position light in the right side (green)
configuration. The intensity profiles for this light in the
green configuration are similar to corresponding profiles in the
red configuration. The same bulb and light fixtures were used
for both red and green dome configurations. Figures E-1 and E-2
depict profiles for this green light in bright mode with the un-
masked and half-masked domes, respectively. As with the red
light, intensities in the unmasked portions of the light meet or
exceed the FAA requirements. The half-masked domes (red and
green) are hand painted so that the profiles in Figures D-2 and
E-2 are somewhat dissimilar. Differences occur around the edge
of the paint masking and are most prevalent in the critical
region. Figure E-3 shows that, as with the unmasked, dim mode
configuration for the red light, intensities for this green light
in dim mode do not meet FAA minimum requirements inside the
critical region. Outside this region, the intensities are
marginally passable.

Figures F-i and F-2 show single sample intensity profiles
for the UH-I/OH-58A or C/AH-l lateral position light in the left
side (red) configuration. Figure F-i shows that, in bright mode
with an unmasked dome, the intensities for this configuration
fail the minimum requirements in the critical region between 0 to
±20 degrees horizontal for all vertical angular positions. In
the noncritical regions, the intensity profiles are passable to
marginally passable. The profiles for this light configuration
in dim mode are similar in shape with lower intensity values. As
shown in Figure F-2, intensities do not meet minimum requirements
in the critical regions and are only marginally passable in the
noncritical regions.

Figures G-1 and G-2 show single sample intensity profiles
for the UH-I/OH-58A or C/AH-l lateral position light in the
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right side (green) configuration. Figure G-1 shows that this
configuration, in bright mode with an unmasked dome, is
marginally passable in the horizontal critical region (0 to ±20
degrees), with the exception of positions 0 to -20 degrees
horizontal at +10 to +20 degrees vertical, top. In the
horizontal noncritical regions (±30 to ±110 degrees), the
intensities meet or exceed FAA minimum requirements. Overall,
the bright mode intensities for this green dome configuration are
higher than for the red dome configuration. Figure G-2 shows
that in dim mode, the intensities in the horizontal critical
region fail minimum requirements through all vertical angles. In
the horizontal noncritical regions, the intensities are failing
to marginally passable.

Figures H-i to H-4 show single sample intensity profiles for
the OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l tail position light for unmasked and
masked clear dome configurations. Figure H-i depicts the profile
for the light as unmasked and in bright mode. All FAA minimum
intensity requirements are met in this configuration. As shown
in Figure H-2, when masked with tape in the configuration shown
in Figure Ic, intensities are generally below 3 candelas except
at positions not covered by tape (at 0 horizontal between 10 to
30 degrees vertical, bottom). Minimum intensity requirements are
met only between 15 to 30 degrees vertical (bottom) within the
horizontal critical region due to the small size of the unmasked
region of the light. Intensities in the unmasked regions of this
light are approximately 10 candelas lower than at corresponding
positions in the unmasked configuration due to absorption of
light by the masking tape. As heat built up and was absorbed,
the tape masking began to melt and contract around the edges.
The leaking of light is revealed by intensity spikes at the
extreme horizontal and vertical angular position. Figure H-3
shows that in dim mode with an unmasked dome, the intensities for
this light are failing to marginal across all horizontal angles
for 0 to ±15 degrees in the vertical direction. Figure H-4
depicts the profiles for this light in dim mode with a masked
dome. In the masked region of this configuration, the inten-
sities are generally below 1 candela. In the unmasked region, at
the bottom half of the light, intensity is only marginally
passable at 0 horizontal between 20 and 30 degrees vertical.

Figures I-1 and 1-2 show single sample intensity profiles
for the UH-I tail position light for the clear dome
configuration. Figure I-1 depicts the profile for the light
unmasked and in bright mode, and Figure 1-2 depicts the same
configuration in dim mode. These profiles are similar in shape
and intensity to corresponding profiles for the OH-58A, C, or
D/AH-l tail position light. The bright mode intensities meet or
exceed requirements. The dim mode intensities are failing to
marginal in the vertical critical region between 0 and ±15
degrees vertical.
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Figures J-1 and J-2 show single sample intensity profiles
for the UH-60 tail position light for the clear dome
configuration. Figure 1-5 depicts the profile for the light
unmasked and in bright mode, and Figure 1-6 depicts the same
configuration in dim mode. These profiles are similar in shape
and intensity to corresponding profiles for the OH-58A, C, or
D/AH-l and UH-l tail position lights, with the exception of
horizontal positions ±60 and ±70 degrees. The intensities
decrease at these positions due to a physical obstruction in the
light fixture design which can be seen in Figure 3. The bright
mode intensities meet or exceed requirements. The dim mode
intensities are failing to marginal in the vertical critical
region between 0 and ±15 degrees vertical.

These measured intensity profiles show that masking of the
position light domes diminishes emitted intensity of light by
absorbing or obstructing light energy. Paint or tape is used to
mask the position light domes. Paint obstructs and absorbs light
energy as evidenced by the lower intensity values for the half-
masked dome profiles versus the unmasked dome profiles in red and
green configurations (Figures D-1 and D-2, E-I and E-2; Tables D-
1 and E-l). Green "100-mile an hour" duct tape obstructed almost
all light from being emitted in masked regions as shown by the
minimal intensity values of the OH-58A, C, or D/AH-1 tail light
profiles (Figures H-2 and H-4 and Table H-1). Measurements of
masked configurations, in bright mode, shows that any masking
(paint or tape) modified emitted light intensity in the
obstructed areas so that FAA requirements are not achieved.
Masked dome configurations were also operated in dim mode. The
masked, dim mode configuration was not evaluated for all masking
schemes. Based on masked and dim mode configurations data
collected, position lights in this configuration will not meet
FAA requirements.

Single sample bright mode and masked configuration profiles
for the different position light types can be evaluated by
extrapolating appropriate standard deviation values from the
multiple bulb sample analysis of variance. For each bulb type,
Table 7 lists the standard deviations and coefficients of
variation determined in the multiple bulb sample analysis of
variance. The coefficient of variation (CV) values allow
comparison of variation of intensity values by angular position.

Bulb variability

The analysis of variance performed on the multiple sample
bulb data demonstrates that, in general, the intensity
distributions among the samples measured of the type II lateral
position light bulb and the tail position light bulb are not
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significantly different. This fact established, these two bulb
types (in dim mode with a red dome filter for the lateral light
or clear dome filter for the tail light) can be represented by a
mean intensity profile where an average value for each position
is calculated from bulb sample data included in the analysis.
The mean intensity profiles for these two bulb types are shown in
Figures 11 and 12, respectively, with error bars representing one
standard deviation at each position. The analysis of variance
for the 14 samples of the Type III lateral position light bulb
type indicates that significant variation does occur among bulbs
of this type. Although variation is known to exist (e.g., fila-
ment and reflector differences), the bulb type intensity profile
(in dim mode with a red dome filter) can be represented by the
average value of the measured samples when variability around
each position is considered. Figure 13 shows the mean intensity
profile for the type III position light bulb type with error bars
which represent one standard deviation at each position.

Variation in measured intensity can be attributed to numer-
ous causes such as photometer/sample alignment, photometer cali-
bration drift, or measurement differences due to operators. Bulb
attributes such as filament orientation (i.e., alignment or cant-
ing), bulb surface shape, reflective coating application, or
stray light from reflections also can contribute to variations in
measured intensity. Figures 14 and 15 show multiple reflections
on the back surfaces of type II and type III lateral position
light bulbs, respectively. The position of the bulb in Figure
14a is (0,0), Figure 14b is (10,20), Figure 15a is (0,0), and
Figure 15b is (5,5). Each reflection contributes additional
light energy which results in higher photometer illuminance read-
ings. As the photos show, the multiple reflections occurred at
varied locations and to different extents based on the shape of
the bulb surface. Spikes appeared in the intensity profiles at
positions where reflections occurred (Figures 8 and 9). The tail
light bulb type was not reflectorized so that filament orient-
ation did not have critical impact upon intensity. This can be
seen in the relatively flat profiles in Figure 10.

12 compatibility

User data presented in Table 1 indicate that the red and
clear filtered lights on the exterior of the aircraft cause
problems in operations with image intensifiers, while the green
filtered lights do not. This phenomenon is attributable to the
average luminous transmittance and spectral emittance of the
filters and the spectral sensitivity of the 12 tubes. Second
generation 12 tubes are responsive to light emitted between the
wavelengths 380 nanometers (nm) to 850 nm, and third generation
12 tubes are responsive to light emitted between the wavelengths
450 nm to 950 nm.
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vertical angles 20 to 75 degrees. Intensity
expressed in candelas.
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Photopic and scotopic luminous transmittances of the
red, green, and clear dome filters were measured with a Photo
Research 1980A photometer and an EG&G Gamma* RS-10 tungsten
reference light source. The photopic and scotopic transmit-
tances for the dome filters are: for the red dome, 29 and 2
percent; for the green dome, 18 and 40 percent; and for the
clear dome, 89 and 88 percent, respectively. Figure 16 shows
the relative spectral response of the Class A third genera-
tion image intensifier with relative spectral emittances of
the red, green, and clear dome filters. In the relative
response plots, it is apparent that the Class A night vision
imaging systems (NVIS), with the 625 nm minus-blue filter,
are highly responsive to light emitted through the red and
clear filters, but not to light emitted through the green
filter. Second generation 12 tubes are responsive to light
transmitted through the red, clear, and green filters due to
their wide sensitivity range extending across the visible
spectrum.

Conclusions and recommendations

The Army aviation community seeks a standard, permanent
lighting strategy to satisfy training and mission needs for
J2 devices while maintaining adequate position light
intensity distributions for detectability of aircraft while
flying in the NAS. As stated earlier, certain exceptions are
granted for training with lights out or on dim within
restricted training areas. However, situations arise where,
in transitioning from a staging area to a training area,
controlled and uncontrolled airspace must be passed through
at higher altitudes due to noise abatement programs. In
these situations, light ig must be sufficient for unaided
traffic detection.

The intensity distribution requirements for aircraft
exterior position lighting are designed to provide optimum
visibility for aircraft operating in the national airspace
system. Current requirements were developed for civil air-
space operations prior to the introduction of J2 devices into
aviation. These standards were defined with the intentions
of maximizing unaided detection of aircraft in periods of
reduced visibility and low illumination.

Nighttime operations, with or without image intensi-
fiers, are distinct capabilities of U.S. Army aviation. In
order for missions to be performed safely and efficiently,
aircraft position lighting must be compatible in both the
civilian and military operating arenas. The integration of
image intensifiers into Army aviation has greatly expanded
missý:-in capabilities. However, due to the operating
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characteristics of 12 devices, the prevailing configuration for
position lighting is not compatible with and can have a negative
impact on the safety of mission execution. A field survey (see
Table 1) and this investigation show that the intensity and
spectral distribution of the red and clear filtered position
lights, in bright mode, are detrimental to 12 operation. In
attempts to alleviate the degradation of 12 imagery by position
light sources, the Army aviation community has modified lighting
strategies to include operating with position lights in dim mode
and operating with masked position lights in bright and dim
modes.

Experience information in Table 1 shows that the impact of
position light intensities on 12 operations is most significant
in formation flying. Members of the Army aviation community have
applied masking techniques and operate with position lights in
dim mode to alleviate problems with 12 devices in formation
flying. The objective intensity distribution measurements
performed in this laboratory investigation show that in dim mode
intensities do not meet FAA requirements in the critical regions
of the individual light units.

Dim mode is one of three selectable positions on Army
rotorcraft (bright, dim, and off). Although intensities in the
current dim mode fall below FAA requirements for flying in the
NAS, incrementally dimmed steps between bright and dim modes are
potentially feasible and offer a potential solution to the
problem. Naval rotorcraft use a seven-step dimming switch where
intensity at each dimming step is one-half that of the next
higher step (Kinney and Simpson, 1992). The primary exterior
lighting specification for naval aircraft is MIL-L-006730C, which
is based upon the same FAA intensity requirements as the Army
specification MIL-L-6503H. Variable dimming on Army rotorcraft
would allow flexibility for 12 operations in variable and
restrictive environments.

The measured intensity distribution profiles for the masked
configurations evaluated show that paint and tape masking modify
the position light intensity distributions in such a way that
requirements in applicable FARs are no longer achieved in all
areas of the distribution profiles. The paint and tape materials
used in these masking configurations are very dense and decrease
light intensity by blocking or by absorbing light energy. As an
alternative to this type of masking, a lighter frost coating
could be applied to the red and clear position light domes.
Transmittance is decreased through a frosted dome and emitted
light is diffused so that mean light intensity is diminished.
The color of emitted light will not be modified by a frosted
dome.
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Currently, the FARs define intensity requirements for
individual light units measured from "dead ahead" within angular
cones of 1100 horizontal by ±900 vertical for the lateral
position lights and 1400 horizontal by ±900 vertical for the tail
position lights. With these requirements as they are defined,
any masking of the position lights is unacceptable with respect
to FAA regulations. It may be possible to develop acceptable
modified lighting for 12 compatibility via the modification of
the current requirements definition and/or a compromise of the
requirements. This could be achieved by defining a positionable
center of measurement for the intensity cone which would grant
the flexibility of allowing partial masking. For instance,
allowing the cone vertex to be positionable within the light bulb
front perimeter and perpendicular to the front vertical plane of
each position light (as mounted on the rotorcraft in normal
flying orientation) would allow masking configurations, such as
those in Figures la and ic-e, to be feasible. However, because
the horizontal and vertical angular intensity requirements are
designed to optimize aircraft visibility in all directions within
a 3600 sphere, moving of angular cone vertices alone will not
qualify partial masking. A compromise on intensity distribution
requirements would be necessary.

The problem of light flooding into the cockpit/crew
compartment from the lateral position lights on the UH-1 and UH-
60 is attributable to the location of the light units above
and/or below the crew doors (Table 2). FARs specify that forward
position lights be spaced as far apart laterally as practicable.
On the UH-1 and UH-60 rotorcraft, the greatest lateral distances
are across the midsection of the fuselage since there are no
wings or horizontal stabilizers in the forward area as there are
with the OH-58, AH-1, and fixed-wing aircraft. An alternative to
masking for alleviating this problem would be to relocate the
lateral position light units so that light emitted into the
cockpit/crew compartment is reduced or eliminated.
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ATZQ-ATB-NS 27 August 1992

CW4 Colbert/mnc/5858

MEMORANDUM FOR DIR USAARL

SUBJECT: Aircraft Position and Anticollision Light Masking

1. The Night Vision Device Branch (NVDB) of the Aviation Training Brigade is
developing a standard masking configuration of position and anticollision
lights of Army helicopters (TAB A). These'masked lights will be used
principally for night vision goggle single-ship and multi-ship operations.
The goal of this project is to provide Army aviation units an external light
configuration which may be applied permanently and which will satisfy unit
training needs as well as the lighting requirements of the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA).

2. The enclosed extract of the applicable Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs)
(TAB B) statesthe specifications for civil rotorcraft external lighting
requirements. The enclosed sketches of proposed modifications may not meet the
minimum requirements of the FARs. Therefore, I request that external aircraft
lights with these modifications applied be measured using a criteria similar
to those listed in the FARs.

3. POC:CW4 Colbert, NVDB, 5858/5812.

Endls THOMAS M. ROY
as COL. AV

Commanding
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AgDendix A-2.

Tasking document number 2
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ATZQ-ATB-NS 19 May 1993

CW4 Colbert/hn/5858

MEMORANDUM FOR DIR, USAARL

SUBJECT: Aircraft Adaptive Position Lighting for Night Vision
Goggle Flight

1. The Night Vision Device Branch (NVDB) of the Aviation
Training Brigade seeks to develop an.-adaptive position lighting
policy for night vision goggle (NVG) flight. Adaptive position
lighting strategies include, but are not limited to, dim mode
operation, partial masking, and aided/unaided compatible
filtering of helicopter position lighting. The goal of this
project is to provide Army aviation units with adaptive lighting
configurations which may be applied to satisfy unit training
needs as well as Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) lighting
requirements.

2. Partially masked and dim mode position light configurations
are frequ'ntly used during NVG multi-aircraft operations.
Enclosed are sketches of commonly used masked aircraft ?osition
light configurations.

3. NVDB requests a laboratory evaluation of the enclosed
configurations and the dim position light mode utilizing the
requirements specified in the attached Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) extracts.

4. POC CW4 Colbert, NVDB, 5858/5812.

Encl THOMAS L[. ROY
as COL, AV

Commanding
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Appendix B.

List of manufacturers

EG&G Gamma Scientific Inc.
3777 Ruffin Rd.
San Diego, CA 92123

Fluke, John
4515 Culver
Rochester, NY 14622

Grimes Aerospace Corporation
550 Route 55
P.O. Box 247
Urbana, OH 43078

Hewlett-Packard
3000 Hanover St.
20 DM/P.O. Box 10301
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Minolta Corporation
101 Williams Dr.
Ramsey, NJ 07446

Optron Corporation
30 Hazel Terrace
Woodbridge, CT 06525

Photo Research
Division of Kollmorgen
9330 DeSoto Ave.
P.O. Box 2192
Chatsworth, CA 91313-2192
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Appendix C.

Light intensity definition

Light intensity is the luminous flux being emitted from a
point source, where light flux is the rate of flow of visible
energy. The basic unit of flux is the lumen, which by definition
is equal to ¼n times the total flux emitted by a uniform point
source of one candelas. The flux emitted by a point source per
unit solid angle (steradian) is called intensity. A steradian is
defined as that solid angle originating at the center of a sphere
and subtending an area on the sphere surface equal to the square
of the sphere radius (Figure C-l). Intensity is measured in
lumens per steradian, and a uniform point source equal to one
candela has an intensity in every direction of one lumen per
steradian. Intensity in a given direction is usually expressed
in candela and is often called candlepower.

ITENSITY =I CANDELA,z I LUMEN/STERADIAN

I METER

E I FT.

ILL UMINANCE=MI/LUMENCM

AREA=tMETER2

ILLUMINANCE - I LUMEN/M2

Figure C-l. Relationship between intensity and illumination.
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The luminous flux density received on a surface
(illuminance) varies with the intensity of the source and
inversely as the square of the distance from the source to the
surface. Illuminance is expressed in lumens per unit area or
footcandles. Figure C-i shows that as the distance from a source
increases, one lumen is spread over increasing areas, and the
illuminance decreases. The relationship between illuminance and
distance from the source is referred to as the "inverse square
law." The illuminance from a given source on a surface varies
inversely as the square of the distance between the source and
the surface.

The measurement of intensity of a source is generally done
indirectly with instrumentation which measures illuminance.
Therefore, using the inverse square law and knowing the distance
between the source and the instrument detector, intensity of the
light source can be calculated by multiplying measured
illuminance (in footcandles) times the distance squared to get
intensity (in candela).

intensity of source (candelas)
Illuminance (footcandles) =

distance (feet) 2

For more information, refer to:

Applied optics: a Quide to optical system desiQn (Vol. 1 and 2),
1968. Levi, Leo. New York, NY: John Wiley and Sons.

IES liQhtinq handbook (Vol. 1 and 2), 1987. Kaufman, J. K.,
and Christensen, J. F., eds. New York, NY: Illuminating
Engineering Society of North America.

Rash, C. E., Snook, E. H., Senn, P. M., and McGowin, E. 1992.
USAARL Quide for making laboratory light measurements. Fort
Rucker, AL: U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
report no. 92-34.
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Appendix D.

Intensity profiles, illuminance measurements, and calculated intensities
for OH-58D/UH-60 left (red) lateral position light.
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Appendix E.

Intensity profiles, illuminance measurements, and calculated intensities
for OH-58D/UH-60 right (green) lateral position light.
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Appendix F.

Intensity profiles, illuminance measurements, and calculated intensities
for UH-I/OH-58A or C/AH-i left (red) lateral position light.
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expressed in candelas.
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Appendix G.

Intensity profiles, illuminance measurements, and calculated intensities
for UH-l/OH-58A or C/AH-l right (green) lateral position light.
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Figure G-la. Intensity profiles for UH-I/OH-58A or C/AH-l green,
unmasked lateral position light in bright mode;
vertical angles 0 to 15 degrees. Intensity
expressed in candelas.
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Figure G-lb. Intensity profiles for UH-1/OH-58A or C/AH-I green,
unmasked lateral position light in bright mode;
vertical angles 20 to 75 degrees. Intensity
expressed in candelas.
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Figure G-2a. Intensity profiles for UH-l/OH-58A or C/AH-l green,
unmasked lateral position light in dim mode;
vertical angles 0 to 15 degrees. Intensity
expressed in candelas.
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Figure G-2b. Intensity profiles for UH-1/OH-58A or C/AH-l green,
unmasked lateral position light in dim mode;
vertical angles 20 to 75 degrees. Intensity
expressed in candelas.
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Appendix H.

Intensity profiles, illuminance measurements, and calculated intensities
for OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l tail position light.
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Figure H-la. Intensity profiles for OH-58A, C, or D/AH-1 un-
masked tail position light in bright mode; top,
vertical angles 0 to 15 degrees. Intensity
expressed in candelas.
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expressed in candelas.
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Figure H-3a. Intensity profiles for OH-58A, C, or D/AH-I un-
masked tail position light in dim mode; top,
vertical angles 0 to 15 degrees. Intensity
expressed in candelas.
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Figure H-3b. Intensity profiles for OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l un-
masked tail position light in dim mode; top,vertical angles 20 to 75 degrees. Intensity

expressed in candelas.
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Appendix I.

Intensity profiles, illuminance measurements, and calculated intensities
for UH-1 tail position light.
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Figure I-ic. Intensity profiles for UH-I unmasked tail position
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to 15 degrees. Intensity expressed in candelas.
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Appendix J.

Intensity profiles, illuminance measurements, and calculated intensities
for UH-60 tail position light.
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Figure J-la. Intensity profiles for UH-60 unmasked tail position
light in bright mode; top, vertical angles 0 to 15
degrees. Intensity expressed in candelas.
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15 degrees. Intensity expressed in candelas.
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Figure J-2a. Intensity profiles for UH-60 unmasked tail position
light in dim mode; top, vertical angles 0 to 15
degrees. Intensity expressed in candelas.
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Figure J-2c. Intensity profiles for UH-60 unmasked tail position
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Appendix K.

Measured illuminance and calculated intensity data for 14 samples
of Type II reflector lateral position light bulb

used in the OH-58D/UH-60 fixture in dim mode
with an unmasked, red dome configuration.
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Appendix L.

Measured illuminance and calculated intensity data for 14 samples
of Type III reflector lateral position light bulb

used in the UH-l/OH-58A or C/AH-l fixture in dim mode
with an unmasked, red dome configuration.
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Appendix M.

Measured illuminance and calculated intensity data for 12 samples
of the tail position light bulb used in the OH-58A, C, or D/AH-l fixture

in dim mode with an unmasked dome configuration.
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